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ABSTRACT
This address to the Paleontological Society considers

the present status of paleontology and tries to predict what will be
needed in the coming decade for continued professional growth. The
first of the three parts of this discussion is a characterization of
paleontologists, the second is a review of how paleontologists view
their tasks and training, and the third is a proposal for action
which could juqtify support of paleontologists. Data from the Council
on Education in the Geological Sciences (CEGS) publication,
"Requirements in the Field of Geology" (SE 009 054 - ED 044 272), are
extensively utilized in this report. (Author/PR)
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PR ESIDENTIAI ADDRESS:

PALEONTOLOGISTS AND PALEONTOLOGY-AN APPRAISAL
AND A PROPOSAL'

NV, H. EASTON
University of Southern Canfornia, Los Angeles

Pr 111,. opportunity Of selecting a snitable
topic for ail address eiiincides with the

start of my fourth paleontological decade and
also with the beginning' of what is being called
the "environmental decade." For the past year I
have tried to be especially attentive and reflec-
t:ye concerning the qiiality and prospects of pa-
leontologists and paleontology. It is also natural
for those of us who are teachers to contemplate
the probable success of the students we train.
The purposes of this paper, therefore, are to
consider the present status of paleontology aed
to try to predict what will be needed in the com-
ing decsole for continued professional growth.
The subject will lw divided into three parts. Tlw
rirst will he a characterization of paleontolo-
gists, the second will be a review of how paleon-
tologists conceive of their tasks and training.
and the third will be a proposal for action which
you may feel will justify your support.

Let us start by looking at ourselves as a pro-
fession it this comitry. The joint Committee on
Paleontologic Information recently has identi-
fied about 2,500 professional paleontologists in
North America. Efforts are under way to try to
ascertain the milliner of amateur paleontolo-
gists, but that is an almost impossible task. It is
likely that there are many more amateurs than
professionals. The poi it is that we constitute a
very small population of semi-organized scien-
tists. Moreover, we usval:y comprise a minority
group on the faculties of 'the academic depart-
ments or staffs of other institutions. It is fortu-
nate for us that our closest colleagues are en-

Contribution 234 from the Department of Geo-
logical Sciences, University of Southern California.
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lightened enough to recognize value in our pres-
ence, otherwise we might be relegated to an
even more minor position than we now occupy.

Additional information about us is presented
in a study by the Council on Education in the
Geological Sciences (CEGS) which is spon-
sored by the American Geological institnte.
refer yon to their publication number 5, entitled
"Requirements in the Field of Geology,"
(1970). According to that source, fnlly half
(50.3%) of the paleontologists in the United
States have accumulated fewer than ten years
experience in the profession and more than a
quarter of them (2(.9%) have four years or
less experience. Thus paleontologists together
with oceanographers ae.1 geochemists encem-
pass a rather distinctly young group as com-
pared with the remaining branches of earth sci-
entists. Moreover, paleontologists share with the
oceanographers and geochemists the disti:leti-:n
of being the three smallest I:pee: pr.)ks-
sional entities numerically in the t .:TS report.

Finally, amongst all earth scientists, cedy he
geochemists slightly exceed the
in the extent of their education as judged by the
nnmber of person; holding a Ph.D. d2gree. TLl
of the members of each of these two groups
have been gra.ited Ph.D. degrees. Contrariwise,
most members of other geological hranches tend
to terminate their formal education short of this
goal; somewhat less than 20% of them have
Ph.D. degrees, except fet the oceanographers,
of whom about 28% aeleeve Ph.D. degrees.

Additional edue;dial statistics have been
furnished by Bonnie Henderson of the AGI
office. She separated data for paleontologists
from that included with iseologists by the Corn-
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mince on Manpower in connection with their
1970 report entitled "I\ I anpower Supply and De-
mand in Earth Science, 1960-:1074." Using sam-
pling techniqnes, she estimated that 203 paleon-
tologists hold the Bachelor's degree, 403 hold
the Master's degree, and 521 hold the Ph.D. Al-
though paleontologists only comprise 4.4c;, of
the geologists in the National Register, we hold
over 12r; of the PILD. degre Ns.

What, then, are paleontologiAs? Statisticidly,
they constitute a tiny group with an unusually
large mmilier of yot ng persons who either must
be overly bright or especially dogged in pursing
their education. And they seem to share these
characteristics with two other groups of earth
scientists whose fields currently are believed to
offer unusually attractive prospects for innova-
tive work and rewarding professional lives. At
this point it wonld seem to be appropriate, in the
presence of this erudite gathering, to inject
something obscure, so I greet you with a modifi-
cation of the select Roman salutation and cry,
"Salve, Somalis poPidusquepalcontologiens!"

It is to be tlttl111)ped. _les(' revelations will
enrich your days, confuse your critics, and en-
shroud yon with the admiration of friends and
family. And if sonic of us feel vaguely uncom-
fortable to be found in professional company
such as this, let us he gratified that the staiistics
provide a shield for either our inadel;uacies or
our alienation.

While this professional profile is being devel-
oped, I think that you will be interested in some
additional statistics furnished by the ACI office.

Currently 1,127 paleontologists are employed
full time, of which about 50'7; of its are engaged
in academic pnrsuits, 25(';- arc employed by in-
dustry, 8 are in governmental employ, and the
rest are self-employed, or in military, or in non-
profit institutions. If the Committee on Man-
power reads the fnture correctly, then the em-
ployment of Bachelor's degree holders will drop
over the next fonr years, Master's will remain
the same, and Ph.D.'s will increase. All told, the
Committee on Manpower estimates that about
60 new paleontologists win be needed this year
and yearly thereafter through 1974, of whom
about 37 each year will have earned a Ph.D. de-

gree.
Now all this education presumably reflects in-

creased sophistication in our profession. If it
sometimes does not, and only represents more
complicated ways of obtaining the same results,
then we are like the two men in a prison. One
cellmate who was ambitious said to the compla-
cent one, "I am going to spend my time studying
and improving myself, and although you will re-

main a common thief, I will become an embezz-
ler."

Seriously, however, we surely wouhl agree
that the breadth of interests helLI by paleontolo-
gists has been increasing rapidly, and that the
potential for creative work in paleontology is
accelerating. It appears that paleimitologists be-
lieve that our science is entering an era of much
increased quantification and interdisciplinary
activities. A perusal of the literature iodicates
that many young paleontologists who have en-
tered the profession in the last ten years have
combined their interest in fossils with correla-
tive interests in ecology, mathematics, geochem-
istry, crystallography, sedimentology, occanog-
raph:, and spatial stratigraphy. Moreover, niany
older paleontologists have shifteil their ap-
proaches and retrained themselves to accommo-
date their interests to the new trends. This is
most definitely not to imply that these novel in-
terests have supplanted what are sometimes
considered to be classical stndies. A fter all, the
bases of all paleontologic reseal ch must rest to
some extent (and nsnally primarily) upon pale--
ontologists who dedicate their talents towards
explicating morphology, evolution, classifica-
tion, descriptions, ant! zonal and geographic dis-
trihution. The two obvious points are that one
cannot be quantitative without having some-
thing to iwantify, and that basic paleontologic
concepts need to he angmentH by linkage with
other disciplines. lt seems to me that the proper
posture for the profession at this time is that we
shanld encourage every professional attitude
that will improve the effectiveness and ntiliza-
tion of paleontology. Moreover, it wonld seem
to be Obvious that sonic balance ought to be
maintained in the training of paleont-logists so
that we can communicate with each other and
with other scientists. And finally, it would seem
to lie desirable that a proper backgroond of in-
sights be provided in corricula so that it is pos-
sible to work creatively and critically within our
fields.

Now it happens that these admittedly platitu-
dinous conclusions can be evaluated in so far as
they apply to today's practicing paleontologists
by referring again to the CEGS report men-
tioned above. The committee that prepared the
report circulated a questionnaire among special-
ists in 15 branches of the earth sciences. Re-
spondents ranked 200 concepts, disciplines, and
techniques listed as items. The items first were
ranked as to their usefulness to the person, and
second as to his estimate of his own competence
in handling the various items. Responses from
paleontologists indicate that the ten most useful
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items in descending order of importance are
those listed below :

1. Principles of evolution 244
2. Principles of ecology 257
3. Interpretation of sedimentary

environments 249
4. Paleeenvirorments 263
3. Library research and reference materials 4
6. Geologic time scale 3
7. Stratigraphic paleontology 96
8. Biogeography 974
9. Technical writing 215

10. Description anti el::s,ifie..nio!i ot
macrofossils 100

Several points merit comment. First, the pale-
ontologists listed major fields such as evolution,
ecology, paleoelivironments, stratigraphic pa-
leontology, and biogeography as being useful,
but did not list the items which are necessary
for the understanding of these major fields.
Thus, description and classification of any kind
Of fossils barely made the list of the top tell
items, yet it is not posible for a paleontologist
to do nineli work in any of the items which were
listed, miless he nscs first some skill in identifi-
cation. Second, none of the basic scienoes or
mathematics is listed in the top ten, yet we hear
much today abont quantification and interdisei-
plMary studies. But the third and most astonish-
ing aspect of the table is to be noted in the right
hand collimn of figures. They show the muneri-
cal value of the rank of competence which re-
spondents believe that they have attained in
each of the useful items listed among the 290
choices. The smallest numbers indicate the
greatest competency, so you will note that near
perfection is to be found only in the use of the
geologic time scaie and in library research and
reference materiaN. Cnrionsly, stratigraphic pa-
leontology and description and classification of
macrofossils, both of which are deprecated in
some quarters as being old hat and relics of the
classical era of prennantitative paleontology, re-
ceive scores of 96 and 100 respectit,:dy, imhcat-
ing that paleontologists consider themselves to
be only ahont two-thirds as competent in these
snpposedly elementary items as they might he.
As for the remaining six items, they al! rank far
down the list in rank of competencemostly
within the lowest 15%. As a teacher of evolu-
tion, I was dismayed to learn that our top-
ranked item in terms of usefnlness rates 244 in
order of competence. If this tahnb.tion is trnly
representative of abilities within our profession,
then our editors well may wonder about the
qualifications of contributors in these fields of
generally low competence and abont the ability
of the membership to comprehend published ar-
ticles on the subjects.

However, the CEGS report lists many other
items among the top 50, so continued tabulation
reconciles some omissions and inconsistencies.
Thuus, farther down the list
tional items
aspect :

11.

13
17.
21.
26.
)9.
33.
34.
41.

which reflect a
we find these addi-
distinctly biological

Description and classification of
microfossils

Functional morphology
Population genetics
Population dynamics
Biometricd techniques;
Organic sedimentary processes
Comparativz... anatomy
Principles of paleobotany,
Description anti classification of plant

fossils

219
276
283
288
287
271
269
278

282

From this sequence we apparently learn that
studies of genetics, popnlations, and compara-
tive anatomy, all of which are Phsolirtely indis-
pensable for professional comprehension of evo-
lution (which was onr top-ranked ieni in the
previous table), are all noted to he less useful
than is knowledge of the philosophy which they
explain And if that seems to be inconsistent
and confusing, then examine the right hand col-
Iltnn from which we learn that competence in
these several cornerstones of evolutionary the-
ory is less than in the evolutionary discipline
(ranking 244) which is synthesized fi-om them!
The only outstanding consistency in the list is
that paleontologists seem to judge themselves to
be abysmally incompetent in .d1 of the fields of
the second list, no matter how usefnl the items
arc rated. When ratings are translated into the
cnstomary scholastic grades, they indicate a
range of competence from 1 ¶ to a high of 71/2

Among the top 50 items, the following have a
distinctly quantified flavor:

18. Graphical data representation 139
24. Graphic. techniques in stratigraphy 226
35. Sampling design and procedures 758
.;6. Sedimentary facies models 251
37. Isopach ruid facies maps 136
39. Computer programming 290
-43. Analysis of variables in stratigraphy 286
47. Geochronology 252

It is a strange fact that paleontologists score
themselves slightly higher for competence in
most of these items of physical nature than they
do in the previons list of biologically-centered
iems. But even so, the scores are very lowthe
highest being only equivalent to a grade of 47%.
It should also be noted that the items tend to-
ward being graphical techniques and methods,
whereas yon wonld discover in several other
branches of the earth sciences that specific math-
ematical skills were cited.
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TABLE 1Usefulness of paleontology to other earth scientists.
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Geologic time scale 19

Sedimentary environments

Principles of ecology 4 0

Organic sedimentary
processes

Palcoenvironments

Interpretation of sedi-
mentary environments

Stratigraplric paleontology

Description and classifica-
tion of macrofossils

Description and classifica-
tion of microfossils

So far this has been a very negative presenta-
tion, so it is appropriate now to list the fields in
which paleontologists consider themselves to be
well trained. The top 5 of the 50 listed with
their actual numerical order are as follows:

3. Geologic time scale
4. Library research and reference materials
8. Map interpretation methods

23. Geologic iield mapping methods
32. Sedimentary rock classification systems

It is immediately apparent that these five
items are not strictly biological, much less pa-
leontological; nor ai e they particularly quanti-
fied; nor are they in the vanguard of current
interdisciplinary studies; nor do they reflect the
presnmed sophistication of postgraduate studies.
I think that it is safe to say that if one of us had
been aslced to identify the branch of earth sci-
ence characterized by these items, it is quite
probable that about the last group to be seized
upon would have been paleontology.

So far I have only been presenting data on
how we paleontologists view ourselves. Now let
us take a brief look in Table 1 at how other
earth scientists rank the usefulness of paleontol-
ogy as an adjunct to their own specialties.

44

Geochemirts, geohydrologists, crystallogra-
phers, astrogeologists, economic geologists, en-
gineering geologists, geophysicists, and meta-
morphic petrologists do not cite any paleonto-
logic item among the top 50 of their most useful
items. It is entirely understandable that several
of our brother earth scientist.; judge our contri-
butions to Ile inapplicaNe in their work, but it is
a little surprising to me to find that economic
geologists are in the above list. Apparently the
search for fossil fuels, ores, and nonmetallics in
the sedimentary record now goes on without
much dependance upon paleontology.

To continue the analysis, geomorphologists
find the geologic time scale, sedimentary envi-
ronments, and principles of ecology to be useful.
The last item might be included as much be-
cause of its relevance to modern life zones as to
paleoecology. In any case it is hard to imagine
how sedimentary environments and ecologic
zones can be recognized without other paleonto-
logical skills not specified by the geomorpholo-
gists.

A revelation of the CEGS report very sur-
prising to me is the lack of usefulness which
structural geologists assign to paleontological
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factors. This may reflect the interests of many
structural geologists in igneous and metamor-
phic terrains. But, I still cannot understand how
the environmental items which were listed can
be recognized in the absence of more lmsic pa-
leontologic items. The choices of the structural
geologists wonld seem to indicate that they are
interested in the depositional regimens atten-
dant upon (1iastrophism. and not in the use of
paleontology as a tool for miravelling structural
complications ill sedimentary n)eks.

You are no dolibt relieved to note our im-
proved acceptance by the oceanographers. pe-
troleum geologists, and sedimentologists. They
all consider almut the same items to be usefid,
but one observes the same apparent inconsisten-
cies in their choices that exist in the relative
rank we assign to some of our own. Namely,
there is stronger interest in environmental fac-
tors than there is in having the ability to evalu-
ate and to think critically abont these items.
This is also an especially pertinent point with
regard to the listing of stratigraphic paleontol-
ogy by petroleum geologists, for they omit all
reference to the macrofossils and microfossils
used in stratigraphic paleontology.

The final branch, the stratigraphers, are most
like the paleontologists in their choice of useful
items, and this was to be expected. In fact, pale-
ontologists and stratigraphers commonly listed
themselves dtially in the questio-maire. Tnciden-
tally, the c4ratigraphers arc fairly consistent
about ranking useFalness in balance with their
basic training and competence.

The summary column showing the ranking of
items by all respondents probably is not very
meaningful, considering the diversity of the
earth sciences. Yet it is interesthig that the only
manifestly paleontologic item is paleoenviron-
ments.

Well, what, then, can he concluded from the
foregoing tabular data?

First of all, it is apparent that appropriate
branches of the earth sciences are inclined to
participate in the popular thrust toward in-
creased emphasis upon environmental or eco-
logic aspects of their work. On the other hand,
it seems that there is general disregard in the
earth sciences of the tools by means of which
environmental interpretations are made. Specifi-
cally, the basic disciplines in the life sciences,
including paleontology, are ignored.

Second, it appears that paleontology is not as
highly valued as it once was, even as an applied
science in the petroleum industry. We are not
doing a very good job of selling ourselves.

Third, the mathemat.ical groundwork upon
which the much-vaunted quantification of sci-

ence is supposed to be based is notoriously ab-
sent from the list of paleontologically useful
items.

Fourth, it wonld seem that there is a striking
inconsistency between the usefnluess of items
and the competence of paleontologists to use
them.

Fifth, paleontologists indieate that they are
less competent in hiologieal aspects of their pm-
fession than in physical aspects

Sixth, the usefuhiess and conipeteney with
which some major discipline is viewed are not
correlated with the -Ilse fuhiess aml competency
required in subordinate or preparatory fields
necessary -to work in the major discipline.

Se,-enth, mid last, it would appear in summa-
tion that our oft-stated views of the directions
in which the paleontologieal profession is head-
ing are not supported by our own evaluation of
our skills. The CEGS report indicates that our
aspirations to enter a new ag;e arc in danger ef
not being realized. This is perhaps the ma;or
impact of the CEGS report.

Of course it can be argued that the dat. ,tre
insufficien'i to support the foregoing conclusions,
and in fact tlwre is a certain amount of justifi-
cation to the charge. After all, only 1105 earth
scientists responded to the CEGS questkmnaire,
and statistically only about 70 of the respon-
dents were paleontologists. Thus, the distribu-
tion of the sample may not have been represen-
tative of the profession in any one way or com-
bination of ways. Also, the rar.kings were
placed in mnnerical sequence by statistical
methods, whereas a person actually may con-
sider himself to be equally well trained, in so
far as he can Lk lge, in several items. Lastly, it
can be argued that a somewhat different selec-
tion of items would have been more illuminating
in the questionaire.

Nevertheless, for the moment these data rep-
resent the broadest attempt so far undertaken to
evaluate the profession of paleontology as
viewed by paleontologists. Furthermore, we can
draw upon our own experiences and on snbjec-
tive and intuitive views to weigh the impact of
the data.

For my part, I feel very hopeful and encour-
aged about the future of the profession, in spite
of the problems raised by the report. It seems to
me that there is a profound contradiction be-
tween the rather negative tabular data regard-
ing competency, and the earlier report that pale-
ontology is presently attracting a large number
of young, energetic, and unusually bright peo-
ple. The evidence in our meetings is that we are
being flooded with speakers on a myriad of pa-
leontological subjects. The paleontological jour-
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nals are scarcely able to publish the flood of
qualified manuscripts. New opportninties for
significai t paleontological research are emerg-
ing in physical fields such as geochemistry, geo-
chronology, crystallography, lilt ramicroscopy,
and paleomagnetism. :Val back in the oft-ma-
ligned classical areas we are witnessing major
refinements in the taxonomy of most recogniz-
able organisms, as \yell as trace fossils, and
some proldematica. There is vastly improved
understanding of the stratigraphic utility of pol-
lens, spores, and namioplankton. We arc now.
seeing vertebrate species as populations and are
beginning to look in up.,n tl'e origin of niam-
mals with impt oved inz-ight. The nature of the
oldest forms of life is yielding to scrutiny from
microscopic examination, geochemical analysis,
and geochronological dating, so that we are on
the threshold of discovering how and when the
atmosphere evolved and how ;mil when plants
and animals began to create the biosphere. And
if we are canny enough, we may even be able to
reach back and touch with scientific confidence
upon the origin of life itself.

Never have the opportunities for creative re-
search in paleontology been better. Never has
the talent been of higher caliber. And never has
die opportunity for constructive evaluation of
our profession been more timely or more appro-
priate.

I therefor; pm,ent a proposal te you. Tt is
time for censns and consensus.

As for census, I strongly urge support of ef-
forts now tinder way by the Joint Committee on
Paleontologic In forioation to find out who we
are, how many we are, what interest groups and
paleontological organizthions we belong to, and
where we are employed. Incidentally, this would
provide some checks on the CEGS survey by
bringing it up to date and extending the sample
through the entire profession.

As for consensus, I think that a similar broad
survey should be made into the nature, status,
and opportunities of the paleontological profes-
sion. This would be timely because it would co-
incide with the start of the environmental de-
cade. But it also now seems to be justified in
view of the grave deficiencies and irrationalities
that emerged as a result of the partial survey
upon which the CEGS report is based.

We should think back over the history of the
profession in order to specify and evaluate the
stimuli which led to its growth. We should ex-
amine the present state of the profession and
try to elucidate its positive and negative aspects.
The general scientific fields of interest in which
paleontologists can carry on rewarding researc'n
and provide useful services need to be outlined.

EASTON

Oar personal financial obligation to support so-
cieties and journals needs to be completely re-
vamped and placed on a realistic footing.
Frankly, it is ridiculous to try to administer a
high level professional society in the hand to
mouth fashion in which The Paleontological So-
ciety operates. Our individual commitment is
more appropriate to that of students in school
clubs than of members in a professional interna-
tional society. The relationships between the
various organiz; tions both profesional and am-
ateur need t.) estudied and somehow restruc-
tured so that . can achieve whatever ends we
desire with eta nomy and efficiency. Increased
effectiveness might he achieved through fusion
of some societies, hut it might also be achieved
by creation of a super-groin) such as a Paleon-
tologists' Association.

So far I have spoken in generalities, but some
important concrete suggestions come to mind
for research and service by paleontologists.
These are not sophisticated avant-garde sugges-
tions, but some of them should enhance employ
ment opportunities for more paleontologiqs. As
for research, the field of paleogeographic distri-
bution has been considered so casually that we
are, or ought to be, embarrassed at the moment
becanse there is no treatise, compendium, sys-
tem of check lists, or even bibliography on the
subject. Structural geologists currently are busy
exploring exciting paleogeographic concepts in-
volving the motions of continent': and sea floors,
but the paleontologic data, which would be so
helpful ill the discussions, are hadly scattered
and disorganized, except for that on some of the
microfossils. The result is Plat we are contribut-
ing only a modicum of evidence at this time
when we shorild be able to recognize and delin-
eate the paleontologic faunal realms with con-
siderable confidence.

Another neglected field is that of illustrated
faunal associations. It is true that journal pa-
pers commonly list and illustrate the species in a
formation, but we rarely see a major work any
more in which the common fossils of a large
geographic region or of a geologic province are
illustrated. The very useful and remarkable
Treatise of Invertebrate Paleontology is now
well advanced, but non-specialists are likely to
have trouble identifying a random specimen
from that work. Possibly we have arrived at a
time when a similar major encyclopedia on fau-
nal associations would be appropriate and use-
ful. Illustrated indices have been started on
more than one occasion, but none has pro-
gressed far enough up to now to be ever. re-
motely as useful for any order of megafossils as
is the Ellis and Messina catalogue of foraminif-
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ers. At least two benefits would be derived from
the availaliility of a catalogue. First, and sim-
plest, it would facilitate identification. prepara-
tions, --A cnrating of material not only hy pro-
fessionals but by skilled amateurs. More and
more people are collecting fossilsindeed, there
is a growing fear that fossil loealities are being
exhausted almost as soon as their existence is
published. Under the circumstances. anything
that will enhance the nnnil er and value of col-
lections is a step in the right direction. In this
regard, reference collections are almest cer-
tainly going to become extremely usefnl in the
future as localities hecome exhau4ed.

Second, althowl,h the general pnblic seems. not
to be able or willing to grasp the significance of
onr growing shortage of mineral resources, t',is
is obviously going to be one of the great crises
linked with the popnlation explosion, spiraling
energy demands, and conservation of materials.
Paleontologists could hardly be wrong ill pre-
paring now to provide the most s'gnificant ser-
vice they can for the intense exploration activ-
ity that is sore to come within the next decode
or two. Applied paleontology therefore can l.e-
come an occupation of greatly increased useful-
ness and will offer opportunities for many eew
positions to properly trained personnel. Some
geological surveys sncli as the USGS have al-
ways provided excellent consultative service to
their field geologists throngh their active Pale-
ontology and Stratigraphy Branch; and at the
same time the paleontologists carry forward ac-
tive research programs. Oil companies, of
course, also have utilized paleontologe exten-
sively in the past. Recently, the AAP(i lms pre-
dicted that much of the new reserve of fossil
fuels that this country -will need will have to be
found using techniques not now being applied.
This view may well apply to the search for
other mineral resources. If paleontology is to
have as important a part as possible in the com-
ing exploration boom, then it is likely that we
will have to perfect the developing techniques
of quantification in refined description and iden-
tification of materials, in population stndies for
correlations, and in environmental interpreta-
tions of sedimentary facies. An illustrated fau-
nal index would he of inestimable value to those
who will need ready access to information in or-
der to perfect applied paleontolorry in the near
future.

But the most pressing need revealed by the
CEGS report is fro a major review of the edu-
cation of paleootologists. Curricula should be
examined and proposals generated for the most
desirable possible education of professional ge-
ologists.

9

It generally happens that college curricula
contain a core of courses which are judged to
be of such importance that all major students in
a department should enroll in them. lIistori-
cally, this means that students have been trained
primarily as physical geologists and on' inci-
dentally as paleontologists. A common solutioo
has been to defer omeh paleontological work
into grednate Fcho-)1, and this may be the cor-
rect procednre. In any case, it almost certainly
has contributed to the large number of doctoral
degrees granted in palenetology :

more and more requirements of ha =c physical
science and mathem:itics are being added to core
curricula mil :le s':nle earth science, and in par-
ticular, biological seieoce and pale mtology, are
heing reduced or dropped from undergraduate
1y-ow-mils. In other cases the emphasis on course
-oetent being shifted to accomm idate
able enr's such as stressing ecology and environ-
ment, even tbongh adequate backgronnd has not
been peovided for trese studies.

Several possible curricula culd I,e suggested
winch wonld ic sintalile for persons either see-
ciali;eng in paleontology nr desiring to use it as
:!it adnict to ether branclie of earth sc'ence.
Under the most fortonate circumstances, fnture
paleontologists ought to feel that they are more
adequately trained than paleontologists seem to
indicate that they are at present. Furthermore,
revised ciirricula ought to provide training
which would enable onr colleagues in the other
earth scienceA to recognize the strio ths and
methodology of paleontology more cieerly than
they do at present. Along tills UM', the CFCS
report seems :o indicate in several branches of
earth sci ce t'-at we may be entering an age
wherc;-, 71 y t-le results of a serviee discipline
are ed that the reasoning and under-
standing 1, 'on(' them will he left to specialists.
If this he the ease, then our responsibilities will
be incrtased to serve those uncritical branches
with the utmost sensitivity and competence. But
if we in turn produce uncritical specialists
within our own branch, due to educational
shortcomings, then our profession will stiffer.

Evidence is accumulating that the field of ed-
ucation will continue to be a major source of
employment of paleontologists in the future, but
perhaps not in euite the same patterns as at
present. For one thing, our large youthful group
will move up in rank and responsibility, eventu-
ally becoming a large knot of old hands domi-
nating this field. It will take about 30 years for
the bulge to be reduced, and in the meantime we
may see a more evenly spaced influx of new
faces. It is also possible that not only paleontol-
ogists but all sorts of post-graduate specialists
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will very likely find it necessary to seek employ-
ment in educationid institutions preparatory to
colleges and universities. Even if this second
factor does not come to pass, we should be gen-
erating suggestions as to how paleontology
courses might serve needs of general education
down through secondary and even into primary
grades. At its most elementary level paleontol-
ogy is a highly suitable vehicle to introduce stu-
dents to the scientific method and for them to
begin learning what science is all about. One of
our greatest failures today in science education
is that people have come to feel awe and fear of
science, but not to have much understanding. If
we can structnre our materials so that we help
to produce a citi?.(nr capable of making well-
founded decisions in general, then they may also
judge intelligently the role of science and the
need to support it. This may be our greatest
contribution and snccess.

I do not mean to imply that we should try to
dictate curricula (which probably is pot possible
anyway ) , but that we should try to show what
kinds of knowledge seem to be appropriate at
different levels. Then, if paleontologists in a
particular department wish to strengthen their
curricnlum along patterns of their OW11 design,
they could support their requests with recom-
mendations of profession-wide extent, origi-
nated by this society.

As for a program of action, I suggest a two-
stage approach. At first the society should em-
power a small groep selected on a regional basis
to sound out opMion as to whether or not a ma-

jor professional review and projection of the
profession such as I have been suggesting
shonld be undertaken.

Assnming that this preliminary report is fa-
vorable, then your Council could authorize a
full-scale investigation. The work should be
supported by a grant from an appropriate
agency or foundation and there should be a sal-
aried director of the project to ensure its guid-
ance, continued progress and completion. Exist-
ing committees and societies can provide much
of the needed information, but naturally the en-
tire profession should be solicited and queried
for information and suggestions, Special task
forces are essentially in existence now through
the various "Friends of the " groups. Ulti-
mately we should haN e a definitive report on the
history and present state of the profession, its
constituency, and the probable worthwhile
courses of action in planning for the future. It
is likely that the formal investigation would re-
(mire two years to complete.

The substance of this address is being pre-
sented to the Council of The Paleontological
Society. If they approve the initial step, you
may soon have a voice in shaping not only your
own future, hut the future of paleontology in
this country, and perhaps the future functions
of this society.
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